Department of Commerce, Community, & Economic Development

License #10035
Initiating License Application
6/11/2018 10:58:03 AM

Alcohol & Marijuana Control Office
License Number: 10035
License Status: Active-Operating
License Type: Standard Marijuana Cultivation Facility
Doing Business As: ARCTIC HERBERY
Business License Number: 1065302
Designated Licensee: Bryant Thorp
Email Address: bryant@gci.net
Local Government: Anchorage (Municipality of)
Community Council: Taku Campbell
Latitude, Longitude: 61.156277, -149.891521
Physical Address: 7107 Arctic Blvd
Anchorage, AK 99518
UNITED STATES

Licensee #1

Entity Official #1

Type: Entity

Type: Individual

Alaska Entity Number: 10055175

Name: Bryant Thorp

Alaska Entity Name: 7107 Ventures, LLC
Phone Number: 907-317-1895
Email Address: bryant@gci.net
Mailing Address: 7107 Arctic Boulevard
Anchorage, AK 99518
UNITED STATES

Phone Number: 907-317-1895
Email Address: bryant@gci.net
Mailing Address: 7107 Arctic Boulevard
Anchorage, AK 99518
UNITED STATES

Note: No affiliates entered for this license.
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From:
To:
Subject:
Date:

Christina Thibodeaux
Christina Thibodeaux
FW: Arctic Herbery License #"s 10035 & 10037
Tuesday, May 22, 2018 10:31:20 AM

From: "Franklin, Cynthia A (CED)" <cynthia.franklin@alaska.gov>
Subject: RE: Arctic Herbery License #'s 10035 & 10037
Date: November 9, 2016 at 9:18:09 AM AKST
To: Bryant Thorp <bryant@gci.net>
Cc: "Hoelscher, James C (CED)" <james.hoelscher@alaska.gov>
Bryant,
Thanks for getting this to us as promised. I will write you back tomorrow morning about
the board meeting.
Cynthia Franklin, Director
Alcohol & Marijuana Control Office
907-269-0351
From: Bryant Thorp [mailto:bryant@gci.net]
Sent: Tuesday, November 08, 2016 9:38 PM
To: Franklin, Cynthia A (CED)
Cc: Hoelscher, James C (CED)
Subject: Arctic Herbery License #'s 10035 & 10037

Director Franklin,
I would like to respond to the two separate “Notices of Violation” both
numbered AB16-0636 issued to Bryant Thorp D.B.A. Arctic Herbery,
License Numbers 10035 & 10037 on 10/26/2016.
While I’m not in full agreement with each of the cited items on the two
notices, I do admit that there is a level of merit to all of the violations listed.
As such I would like to address all of the cited violations in the following
way:
The product that I gave away was not tracked, tested, packaged, or taxed,
as the law requires. These are the most basic forms of our legal
distribution and what our industry requires to be successful.
For this I offer the following steps that I have directed my immediate
attention to in an effort to make sure that all regulations will continuously
be followed and these mistakes are not made in the future:
1) All marijuana products that are a part of my facility whether or not they are
in the retail or the cultivation areas will be logged into and tracked by our
inventory tracking system.
2) Any product that is grown or sold at my facility will be tested and approved
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by one of our licensed testing facilities before being offered for sale to the
public or sample to another retail or manufacturing facility.
3) All products transferred from either facility, whether it’s from the retail
facility to the public in an exit bag, or from the cultivation facility to a
retailer with a manifest label, will be packaged and labeled correctly per
my approved operating business plan.
4) All marijuana products, sold from either my retail or cultivation facility will
be taxed at the city or state level and remitted to the appropriate taxing
authority.
5) Additional training sessions have been added at both the
owner/management level as well as the employee level to assure that
current regulations are always addressed appropriately and followed
should those regulations change.
6) Functions have been added to my local SOP to assure that training is put
into place so that all employees recognize the importance to adhere to all
of our regulations and that they have the personal right and responsibility
to uphold those regulations and if they find themselves in doubt they are to
operate in the form of ask first before acting without the threat of
retaliation.
  
It has been my goal to be the most professional and upstanding individual
in every way throughout this entire process and it seems that I have made
a huge error in judgment. The violations that I am being noticed of are
some of the most basic requirements of legalizing this product you might
find. I have left an ugly mark on the industry and brought a media frenzy
that it didn’t deserve and that I am embarrassed of.
In the future I can assure you that these types of mistakes will not happen
again.
Moving forward, I recognize that the rules and regulations that we have
established are what will make this a successful and thriving industry. It’s
always been my goal to be the first in Anchorage, recognizing that it would
be a long and difficult venture, I’ve always believed that I was the guy that
could bring this forward in its best light. I still believe that, but I am
humbled by the enormous responsibility it has become. I still intend on
being the guy you want here and will do this in the most professional way
possible to include adhering to our regulations in every way.
Respectfully,
Bryant Thorp
Arctic Herbery
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